




Examination Q_f Maximum Power Point Tr~cking 
on the EV for Installing on Windmill 
雪田和人*細江忠司*小田切雄也キF後藤泰之本，一柳勝宏*
Kazuto Yukita*， Tadashi Hosoeキ，Yuya Otagirず，Yasuyuki Goto*， Katsuhiro Ichiyanagiキ
τbis paper proposes that wind generator system is operated by using wind collection equipment and Maximum Power Point 
Tracking more and more high-e笹Icient.As an example of the utility， it was proposed that it was used for the regeneration of electric 
vehicle. The e庄iciencyupgrading of el巴ctricvehicle can be expect by introducing in addition， proposing system with th巴
conventional regeneration. Th巴 fieldexperiment was carried out in order to measure the e鉦ect.Regeneration energy by proposing 
and new regeneration system was measured. The experiment was carried out by the installation of wind collection equipment， 
Maximum Power Point Tracking. As the result， the wind given to the wind power generator was aαelerated bywind collection 
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50Q 83Q 125Q 
MPPT 0仔(W) 2.71 4.14 4.49 
25W MPPT on (W) 3.63 4.9 4.57 
rpm 230 270 300 
MPPT 0仔(W) 8.81 5.69 11.7 
50W MPPT on (W) 9.45 6.1 13.7 
rpπ1 500 580 630 
MPPT of (W) 16.3 16.9 8.45 
75W MPPT on (W) 18.2 20.5 14 
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Fig.7 Output of Three-phase Induction Generator and Rotational 
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Fig.8 Torque Characteristics 



































































Fig.lO Regeneration experimental result with MPPT 
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(b) Generator Output Without MPPT 
Fig.12 Regeneration experimental result 2 
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Fig.l1 Regeneration experimental result without MPPT 
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(b) Generator Output Without MPPT 
Fig.13Regeneration experimental result 2 
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